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Abstract

We investigate the initial segment complexity of random reals. Let K(�) denote pre4x-free
Kolmogorov complexity. A natural measure of the relative randomness of two reals � and � is
to compare complexity K(� � n) and K(� � n). It is well-known that a real � is 1-random i7
there is a constant c such that for all n, K(� � n)¿ n− c. We ask the question, what else can
be said about the initial segment complexity of random reals. Thus, we study the 4ne behaviour
of K(� � n) for random �. Following work of Downey, Hirschfeldt and LaForte, we say that
�6K � i7 there is a constant O(1) such that for all n, K(� � n)6K(� � n) + O(1). We call
the equivalence classes under this measure of relative randomness K-degrees. We give proofs
that there is a random real � so that lim supn K(� � n)− K(� � n) =∞ where � is Chaitin’s
random real. One is based upon (unpublished) work of Solovay, and the other exploits a new
idea. Further, based on this new idea, we prove there are uncountably many K-degrees of random
reals by proving that 	({� : �6K �}) = 0. As a corollary to the proof we can prove there is
no largest K-degree. Finally we prove that if n �= m then the initial segment complexities of
the natural n- and m-random sets (namely �∅(n−1) and �∅(m−1)) are di7erent. The techniques
introduced in this paper have already found a number of other applications.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we will be looking at the algorithmic complexity and relative random-
ness of reals. There are many settings for such investigations. For de4niteness, we will
consider reals as elements of Cantor space 2!, where the basic open sets are of the
form [�] = {��: �∈ 2!}. The clopen sets in this topology are 4nite unions of such
basic open sets. The (Lebesgue) measure on this space is induced by 	([�])= 2−|�|.
This space is not homeomorphic to the real interval (0; 1), but is isomorphic in the
measure-theoretical sense, and is very convenient for our purposes. One can think of
reals an in4nite strings or sets by thinking of �= :A in this sense.
There is a long line of reasoning beginning with the work of von Mises [22] seek-

ing to understand the nature of (algorithmic) randomness. A good reference for the
delineation of the approaches is van Lambalgen [21]. Our concern in the present pa-
per is one of the most accepted notions of randomness, l-randomness. This can be
de4ned in several ways. Two celebrated ways are the approaches of Martin-LMof and
of Kolmogorov–Solomono7. Martin-LMof [15] suggested that a real would be random
if it passed “e7ectively presented statistical tests.” Consider, for instance, the follow-
ing consequence of the law of large numbers: If a real �= :a1a2 : : : is random then
limn (a1 + · · ·+ an)=n= 1

2 . Then we could consider this a test if we looked at the open
set of reals that fail such a test. Martin-LMof dealt with all such tests at once, by saying
that a real should be algorithmically random i7 it avoided all “e7ectively given” sets
of measure zero. This is formalized as follows.

De�nition 1.1 (Martin-LMof [15]). (i) A Martin-LMof test is a computable collection {Vn:
n∈N} of computably enumerable open sets such that 	(Vn)62−n.
(ii) A real � is said to pass the Martin-LMof test if � �∈ ⋂

n∈N Vn.
(iii) Finally, a real is said to be Martin-LMof random if it passes all Martin-LMof tests.

In the same way that computably enumerable sets are just the 4rst level of the
arithmetical hierarchy, Martin-LMof random sets can be seen as the 4rst level of a
hierarchy of randomness notions. Thus we can replace the Vn by �n sets and we get
a notion called n-randomness: a real is n-random i7 it passes all �n-Martin-LMof tests.
This gives a proper hierarchy 1-random, 2-random, etc. We refer the reader to Downey
and Hirschfeldt [6], Kurtz [13], and Kautz [10] for more details. Finally, a real is called
arithmetically random i7 it is n-random for all n∈N. We remark that it is easy to
prove that the measure of the set of arithmetically random reals is one. (The n-random
reals are, for each n, the complement of the union of countably many sets of measure
zero.)
Another fundamental intuition concerning randomness is that a random string should

be incompressible. This is the basic intuition of Kolmogorov [11] and Solomono7
[19]. That is, a string � would be random if, essentially, the only way to generate
� from, say, Turing machine, would be to hardwire � into the machine. Thus, rel-
ative to a universal machine M , the Kolmogorov complexity CM (�), would be the
length of the shortest � such that M (�)= �. It is easy to see that one can have
a universal M such that for any other M̂ , CM (�)6CM̂ (�) + O(1). Thus we can
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drop the dependence on M , by 4xing such a universal machine. A simple count-
ing argument shows that C(�)6|�| + O(1) (for a 4xed constant), and for all n there
are O(2n) strings � of length n with C(�)= n. These are the Kolmogorov random
strings.
When this notion is extended to reals one would naturally guess that a real should be

random i7 all of its initial segments are random as strings. This is more-or-less a good
de4nition, except that one needs to modify the de4nition of Turing machine to avoid
the use of the length of the 4nite input strings in the programs. (The argument is that on
input � one gets |�|+ log(|�|) much information. This can be used to show that using
normal Turing machine Kolmogorov complexity, no real has all of initial segments
incompressible.) 1 Levin and Chaitin each suggested approaches to circumvent this,
the most accessible being Chaitin’s notion of a pre4x-free machine. A Turing machine
U is called pre4x-free i7 for all � and �̂ if U (�) ↓ and �≺ �̂, then U (�̂) ↑. We will let
the pre4x-free Kolmogorov complexity K(�) be the length of the shortest � such that
U (�)= � where U is a universal (minimal) pre4x-free Turing machine. Again we can
prove fundamental bounds:

Lemma 1.2 (Chaitin [2,3]). (i) K(�)6|�|+ K(|�|) + O(1).
(ii) K(x)6|x|+ 2 log |x|+ O(1). (This is actually a special case of (i).)
(iii) For any k,

|{� : |�| = n ∧ K(�)6 n+ K(n)− k}| 6 2n−k+O(1):

This leads to a natural de4nition of randomness:

De�nition 1.3 (Levin [14], Zvonkin and Levin [24], Chaitin [2–4], Schnorr [17]). We
say a real � is Levin–Chaitin–Schnorr random i7 for all n, K(� � n)¿n− O(1).

The two notions of randomness we have seen are identical.

Theorem 1.4 (Schnorr [17]). A real � is Chaitin–Schnorr random i; it is Martin-L<of
random.

Notice that if U is a pre4x-free machine, then the domain of U is measurable,
	(U ) =

∑
U (�)↓ 2

−|�|. Also 	(U )61. Furthermore, the measure of the domain of U
is what we call a left computable, or computably enumerable real: a real � such that
L(�)=def {q∈Q: q6�} is a computable enumerable set of rationals. Such reals are
equivalently the limits of computable nondecreasing sequences of rationals. Computably
enumerable reals occupy a central position in the study of e7ective measure and ran-
domness, in the same way as computable enumerable sets occupy a central position in
classical computability, as we now see.

1 Speci4cally, suppose that � is suQciently long, and take some initial segment � of �, and suppose that �
is the nth string in the standard length/lexicographic numbering of 2¡!. Let � have length n so that ��4 �.
Then we can construct a machine M which reads input �, 4gures out its length, generates � and outputs ��
showing that C(��)6|�| + O(1).
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The most famous example of a computably enumerable set is the halting set K = {e :
’e(e) ↓}. The most famous example of a 1-random computably enumerable real is
Chaitin’s �, the so-called halting probability. That is,

� =
∑
U (�)↓

2−|�|;

where U is a universal pre4x-free machine.
Of course, in classical computability, when we talk about the set K = {e :’e(e) ↓},

we really ought to mention the relevant universal machine. But we do not because we
remove the reliance upon the choice of enumeration and universal machine using m-
reducibility. Thus A6m B i7 there is a computable function f, such that for all x; x∈A
i7 f(x)∈B. One of the classical theorems of computability is the result of Myhill
that the creative sets are precisely the m-complete sets (i.e. for all c.e. A, A6m B) and
all m-complete sets are the same up to a computable permutation of N. This theorem
means that the halting problem is essentially unique up to coding.
Solovay [20] recognized this problem for �. He de4ned the following analytic ver-

sion of m-reducibility.

De�nition 1.5 (Solovay [20]). A real � is called Solovay or domination reducible to
� (�6S �) i7 there is a constant Q and a partial computable function ’ :Q �→Q such
that for all q¡�, ’(q) ↓, ’(q)¡� and

Q(� − q)¿ (�− ’(q)):

The idea is that however fast I can approximate � I can approximate � just as fast.
Solovay called a real �-like i7 �6S �. Calude et al. [1] proved that if a c.e. real is
�-like, then it is a halting probability of a universal pre4x-free machine, and hence a
version of Chaitin’s �.

The present paper falls into the broad agenda of seeking to calibrate randomness of
reals. What does it mean for a real to be “more random” than another? What measures
should be used, and how do they relate to classical notions of relative complexity, etc.
A natural measure suggested by the above is the measure of relative initial segment
complexity.

De�nition 1.6 (Downey et al. [7]). Let � and � be reals. We say that � is K-redu-
cible 2 to �, �6K �, i7 there is a constant O(1) such that for n,

K(� � n)6 K(� � n) + O(1):

2 Strictly speaking, it is incorrect to say that this pre-ordering of the reals is a reducibility since there is no
actual method of generating � from �. But we will abuse terminology and call this ordering a reducibility.
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We can also modify the de4nition above to look at C-reducibility. To do this,
we replace K by the non-pre4x free C in the de4nition. As usual we will call the
equivalence classes calibrated by a reducibility a degree. Clearly, by Schnorr’s theorem
if a real has higher K-degree than a random real then it is random. Solovay observed
that for reals �6S �, �6K � (and �6K �) so that Solovay reducibility is an example
of K-reducibility (and C-reducibility) and hence a measure of relative randomness,
at least, as measured by initial segment complexity. Solovay left open the question of
whether the analog of Myhill’s theorem holds for c.e. reals. This was recently answered
by Kucera and Slaman.

Theorem 1.7 (Kucera and Slaman [12]). Suppose that � is random and c.e. Then for
all c.e. reals �, �6S �.

Thus it follows that there is “only one” c.e. random real (the halting probability
of a universal pre4x-free Turing machine) in the same way that there is “only one”
halting set. The Kucera–Slaman theorem has the following remarkable consequence.
If one looks at Lemma 1.2, we see that the initial segment complexity of a real can
possibly vary between n−O(1) and n+K(n)−O(1). To “qualify” as being random, a
real only has to have initial segment complexity above n− O(1). The Kucera–Slaman
Theorem says that all random c.e. reals have “high” complexity (like n + log n) and
“low” complexity (like n) at exactly the same n’s.
The motivating question for this paper is to seek to understand the initial segment

complexity for general random reals. To what extent, if any, does the Kucera–Slaman
phenomenon hold for all random reals. The point here is that most treatments of
randomness are “zero–one” in the sense that all one is concerned with is whether
the real in question is random or not. What can be said about the initial segment
complexity of random reals? What possible complexities might they have. We will
prove the following fundamental theorem.

Theorem 1.8. (i) For any real �, 	({�: �6K �}) = 0.
(ii) Consequently since the measure of the set of random reals is 1, there are

uncountably many K-degrees of random reals.

The proof that there are, for instance, uncountably many Turing degrees, works
by simply observing that |{�: �6T �}|=ℵ0, and hence there are 2ℵ0 many Turing
degrees. This methodology is not available to use here, and we need a measure-
theoretical argument, rather than a cardinality one. That is, in spite of the fact that
the trivial K-degree (the degree consisting of reals with initial segment complexity
identical with N) is countable, there are 2ℵ0 many reals �6K �, as we see in this
paper.
It is possible to extract from the literature the fact that there are at least two K-

degrees containing random sets. The proofs in the literature (such as Solovay [20])
rely upon the fact that, as van Lambalgen [21] remarks, %02 sets, being approximable,
have di7erent properties than sets in general. We will look at a (new) proof of this
fact in Section 2. Some of the material here is due to Solovay, but no proof of
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Solovay’s material has appeared in the literature, and we include this for complete-
ness, as the proofs are quite short. In Section 3, we will introduce a new technique
which allows for more direct control of the initial segment complexity of reals. This
technique allows for the construction of uncountably many K-degrees of random re-
als. Additionally, it allows us to prove that there is no greatest K-degree. Again
this is not at all obvious, since all of the degrees we construct are uncountable, and
there seems no natural join operation in the K-degrees, outside of the c.e. reals. (In
the c.e. reals Downey et al. [8] have proven that arithmetical addition, +, is a join
operator.)
Our notation is relatively standard although we are following one of the traditions

by using K for pre4x-free Kolmogorov complexity (some authors use H) and C for
traditional complexity (whereas some authors use K). We are identifying reals and
sets with their characteristic functions. Without loss of generality, all reals are nonra-
tional. We use the notation � �mn for the segment of � from lengths n to m inclusive.
For other terminology, we refer the reader to Soare [18], Downey and Hirschfeldt
[6], and Downey [5]. The classic text for Kolmogorov complexity is Li and Vitanyi
[16] and additionally we will refer to van Lambalgen’s Thesis [21] and Solovay’s
notes [20]. These wonderful unpublished notes are often referred to in Li–Vitanyi,
especially in the exercises, and the material will be presented in the forthcoming
book [6].
We remark that since the writing of this paper, the main result has been used by

the 4rst two authors to demonstrate that the number of K-degrees of random reals
is 2ℵ0 . Also the methodology has been used by Yu and Miller to construct a %02 real
not 6K below �.

2. Random reals, Kolmogorov randomness, Solovay’s theorems, and �0
2 reals

Solovay was really the 4rst to propose an analysis of the 4ne structure of the initial
segment complexity of random reals. We remarked that it was already known by
Solovay [20] in his studies on the complexity of � that there were at least two varieties
of random reals in terms of their initial segment complexity. (Explicitly in Solovay’s
notes it is shown that the K-degrees of � and �∅′

di7er.) This was also noted by
van Lambalgen [21]. No proofs have appeared of this fact. For completeness, in this
section we give another proof. This short proof is based on unpublished facts from the
Solovay material, and a new result on %02 reals.
One thing that we did note in the introduction was the fact that no real

can have C-complexity n − O(1) for all n. But there is a natural condition upon
initial segments in terms of C-complexity which guarantees Martin-LMof randomness. 3

3 Since the submission of the present paper, Miller and Yu have proven that a real � is 1-random i7
∃∞n(C(� � n)¿n− K(n)− O(1)).
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Following [5] we say that a real � is Kolmogorov random 4 i7 ∃∞n(C(� � n)¿n −
O(1)).
Every Kolmogorov random real is 1-random. As we will see, the measure of the set

of Kolmogorov random reals is one. Thus the collection of reals that are Martin-LMof
random but not Kolmogorov random is zero. However, � is not Kolmogorov random.
The following proof was suggested by an observation of Fortnow. It counters claims
to the contrary in the literature such as Ho [9].

Theorem 2.1. No %02 real (and in particular �) is Kolmogorov random.

Proof. Suppose that �6T∅′. By the limit lemma, there is a computable function f(n; s)
such that � � n= lims f(n; s). Let g be any suQciently fast growing computable func-
tion, such as g(n)= 22

n
, say. Let sn be suQciently large that f(g(n); s)=f(g(n); sn)

for all s¿sn. Then for k¿g(n) + sn, the following is a short C-program
for � � k:
The input is n, ) where ) is the part of � of lengths between g(n) and k, which we

write as )= � �kg(n). This input has length 2 log n plus k − g(n). Then on this input,
we 4rst compute g(n) from n, then scan the length (say t) then calculate f(g(n); t)
and output f(g(n); t)), which will equal � � k. The length of this program is bounded
away from k − c for any c.

Recall that a real is called n-random i7 it passes all �0n Martin-LMof tests. Recall that
a real is arithmetically random i7 it is n-random for all n. The methods of Theorem 2.1
above have been improved recently by Andre’ Nies who used a similar argument to
show that if � is Kolmogorov random then it is already 2-random. (Speci4cally, suppose
that � is not 2-random. Then for each constant d there is an n such that for some string
� of length less than n−d, we have U ∅′

(�)= � � n. Then Nies considers the algorithm
which, for suQciently long input of the form �� �sn will output � � s by assuming that
∅′[s] is the correct ∅′-use for � � n, and using the fact that U is pre4x-free will correctly
4nd � allowing it to resurrect � � n from some stage onwards.) Nies’ result and the one
below—that if a real is 3-random then it is Kolmogorov random—lead to the question
of clarifying the precise relationships between 3-randomness, Kolmogorov randomness

4 There are some problems with terminology here. Kolmogorov did not actually construct or even name
such reals, but he was the 4rst more or less to de4ne randomness for strings via initial segment plain
complexity. The 4rst person to actually construct what we are calling Kolmogorov random strings was
Martin-LMof, whose name is already associated with 1-randomness. Schnorr was the 4rst person to show
that the notions of Kolmogorov randomness and Martin-LMof randomness were distinct. Again we cannot use
Schnorr randomness since Schnorr’s name is associated with a randomness notion using tests of computable
measure. Similar problems occur later with what we call strongly Chaitin random reals. These were never
de4ned by Chaitin, nor constructed by him. They were 4rst constructed by Solovay who has yet another
well-known notion of randomness associated with him which is equivalent to 1-randomness. However, again
Chaitin did look at the associated notion for @nite strings, where he proved the fundamental lemma that
K(�)6n + K(|�|) + O(1) which allows for the de4nition of the reals. It is also known that Loveland in
his 1969 ACM paper proposed equivalent notions via uniform Kolmogorov complexity. Again, Loveland’s
name is commonly associated with yet another notion of complexity Kolmogorov–Loveland stochasticity.
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and 2-randomness. In a beautiful recent result, Joe Miller (and, later, independently
Nies, Stephan and Terwijn) has proven the other direction from Nies’ result to establish
that a real � is Kolmogorov random i7 it is 2-random.
Solovay observed that an arithmetically random real is in4nitely often of highest K

complexity. We improve this bound to 3. The proof is an analysis of Solovay’s.

Lemma 2.2 (After Solovay [20]). (i) Suppose that � is 3-random. Then

∃∞n(K(� � n)¿ n+ K(n)− O(1)):

(ii) Suppose that ∃∞n(K(� � n)¿n+K(n)−O(1)). Then � is Kolmogorov random.

Corollary 2.3. There exist at least two K-degrees of random sets. Indeed there exists
random � such that lim supn∈N (K(� � n)− K(� � n))=∞.

Proof. By the fact that 	({� : � is not 3 random}=0, there is a 3 random set, which is
certainly Martin-LMof random. By Theorem 2.1, this cannot have the same K-complexity
as �, and for such a real the lim sup of the di7erence will be in4nite.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. (i) We will prove that the natural tests for the property of hav-
ing in4nitely often maximal K-complexity naturally gives rise to a �03 Martin-LMof
test. This involves a calculation as to the measure of the tests, and an analysis of
their de4nitions. Consider the test Vc= {�: ∃m∀n(n¿m)→K(� � n)6n + K(n) − c}.
Now K6T∅′, and hence Vc is �∅′

2 , and hence �
0
3. Now we estimate the size of Vc.

We show 	(Vc)6O(2−c). Let Vc; n= {� : (∀m¿n)K(� �m)6m + K(m) − c}. It suf-
4ces to get an estimate 	(Vc; n)=O(2−c) uniform in n since Vc=

⋃
n∈! Vc; n. But

	(Vc; n)62−m|{� : |�|=m&K(�)6m + K(m) − c}| for any m¿n and, by Chaitin’s
Theorem 1:2, this last expression is O(2−c).
We see that (ii) follows using Solovay’s Theorem 2:5 below.

The proof of (ii) relies on an unpublished result of Solovay whose proof will appear
in [6]. The proof is suQciently short to be included for completeness. Solovay’s proof
runs as follows. Let

mC(�) = |�|+ cC − C(�)

and

mK (�) = |�|+ K(|�|) + cK − K(�):

Here cC and cK are the relevant coding constants. The idea is that mC and mK reUect
the distance that a string from being random: the randomness de@ciency of �. Note
that if mK (�) is small, then � is (strongly) Chaitin random, according to Lemma 1.2,
in the sense that its K-complexity is as big as it can be. In the same spirit as for the
de4nition of Kolmogorov random reals, we will call a real strongly Chaitin random
i7 ∃∞n(K(� � n)¿n+ K(n)− O(1)).
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Theorem 2.4 (Solovay [20]). mK (�)¿mC(�)− O(log mC(�) + 2).

The following is a restatement of (ii) of Lemma 2.2.

Corollary 2.5. Every (strongly) Chaitin random real is Kolmogorov random.

Proof. Suppose that � is strongly Chaitin random with constant c. If � � n= � is a
strongly Chaitin random string, so that its K-complexity is as high as possible, then
mK (�)6c. Thus mC(�)−O(log mC(�)+2)6c for some 4xed O term. Hence mC(�)6c′

for some 4xed c′, and hence � is Kolmogorov random.

Solovay has shown that there are strings which are Kolmogorov random but not
strongly Chaitin random. We remark that is still unknown if there is a real which is
Kolmogorov random but not strongly Chaitin random, a fascinating open question.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. We know C(�)= |�|+ cC − mC(�). Thus, K(C(�))=K(|�|+
cK −mk(�))6K(|�|)+K(cC −mC(�))6K(|�|)+O(log mC(�)+ 2). We will need the
following fact also proven by Solovay:

K(�)6 C(�) + K(C(�)) + O(1):

To see this let U be a universal pre4x-free machine and V a universal machine. We
will de4ne a pre4x-free machine Q via the following.

On input z, Q 4rst attempts to simulate U . Thus its 4rst halting condition is that an
input string must have an initial segment in the domain of U . Hence if z= z1z2, then
Q will 4rst simulate U (z1). If U happens to halt on an initial segment z1 of the input,
Q will then read exactly U (z1) further bits of input, if possible. If this does not use
up the input completely then Q will not halt. (Hence Q can only halt on strings of the
form z1z2 where z1 ∈ dom(U ) and z2 has length U (z1).) Q will then compute V (z2),
and gives this as its output.
Notice that Q is pre4x-free because 4rstly U is, and if C halts on z, then z= z1z2

with U (z1)↓, and |z|= |z1| + |U (z1)|. Thus all extensions of z1 upon which Q halts
have the same length, and hence cannot be pre4xes of other such strings. Let .Q be
the coding constant of Q in U .
Let y3 be a minimal Kolmogorov program for x, and y1 a minimal pre4x-free pro-

gram for |y3|. Then U (.Qy1y3)=Q(y1y3)=V (y3)= x. Hence K(�)6K(�)+K(C(�))
+ |.Q|. This establishes the claim.
By the claim,

K(�)6|�|+ K(|�|) + O(1) + O(log mC(�) + 2)− mC(�):

Thus 06mK (�) + O(log mC(�) + 2)− mC(�). Hence,

mK (�)¿ mC(�)− O(log mC(�) + 2):
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3. The initial segment complexity of random reals

In this section we will introduce new techniques which enable us to more directly
control the K-complexity of initial segments of random reals. First we remark that
mere cardinality arguments will not suQce to construct uncountably many K-degrees
of random reals.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that � is 1-random. There are 2ℵ0 many reals which are
K-reducible to �.

Proof. De4ne A=P({2n: n∈N}). Evidently, |A|=2ℵ0 (note for every X ⊆N, there
is a set A∈A so that X ≡T A). For every set A, de4ne B(A)= {n: 2n ∈A}. Then for
every A∈A and n,

K(A � n)6K(log n) + K(B(A) � log n) + c

6 2 log n+ 4 log log n+ c′

6 n+ c′′

6K(� � n) + c′′′:

Thus A6K � for every A∈A.

Clearly the above argument can be modi4ed to construct 2ℵ0 many � K-below a given
�, provided that we have some reasonable insight into the growth rate of K(� � n). For
instance, it would be enough to have some computable function f monotonically going
to ∞, and K(� �m)¿K(m) + k for all m¿f(k). We know that the trivial K-degree
is countable. We ask if any other K-degree is countable. The problem seems hard.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a series of lemmata which will allow us

to manipulate the initial segment complexity of random reals.
Our arguments for the main results are concerned with the possible growth rate

of the complexity. In 1975, Solovay proved that if f is any computable function
with

∑
n∈N 2

−f(n) =∞ (such as f(n)= log n), then there are in@nitely many n with
K(� � n)¿n + f(n) − O(1). We will need this result. No proof of Solovay’s result
has appeared. We give simple proofs of two stronger results here. One is that there
are for any computable f with

∑
n∈N 2

−f(n) =∞ there is a low c.e. real whose initial
segment complexity is in4nitely often large. The other is a powerful generalization of
Solovay’s theorem to any function f with

∑
n∈N 2

−f(n) =∞. This result is one of Joe
Miller, and is included here with his permission. It comes from a new characterization
of 1-randomness.

Theorem 3.2 (J. Miller, unpublished). A real � is 1-random i;
∑

n∈N 2
n−K(��n)¡∞.

Proof. One direction is easy. Suppose that � is not 1-random.Then we know that for
all c, for in4nitely many n, K(� � n)¡n− c. This means that

∑
n∈N 2

n−K(��n) =∞.
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Now for the nontrivial direction. For the other direction, note that, for any m∈N,
∑
�∈2m

∑
n6m

2n−K(��n) =
∑
�∈2m

∑
�≺�

2|�|−K(�)

=
∑
�∈26m

2m−|�|2|�|−K(�) = 2m
∑
�∈26m

2−K(�) 6 2m;

where the inequality is Kraft’s. Therefore, for any p∈N, there are at most 2m=p strings
�∈ 2m for which ∑

n6m 2
n−K(��n)¿p. This implies that 	({�∈ 2! : ∑

n6m 2
n−K(��n)¿

p})61=p. De4ne Ip= {�∈ 2! : ∑
n∈N 2

n−K(��n)¿p}. We can express Ip as a nested
union

⋃
m∈N {�∈ 2! | ∑

n6m 2
n−K(��n)¿p}. Each member of the nested union has

measure at most 1=p, so 	(Ip)61=p. Also note that Ip is a �01 class. Therefore,
I=

⋂
k∈N I2k is a Martin-LMof test. Finally, note that �∈I i7

∑
n∈N 2

n−K(��n) =∞.
Now assume that �∈ 2! is 1-random. Then � �∈I, because it misses all Martin-LMof
tests, so

∑
n∈N 2

n−K(��n) is 4nite.

Corollary 3.3 (Miller, unpublished). Suppose that f is an arbitrary function with∑
m∈N 2

−f(m) =∞. Suppose that � is 1-random. Then there are in@nitely many m
with K(� �m)¿m+ f(m)− O(1).

Proof. Suppose that for all m¿n0, we have K(� �m)6m+ f(m)− O(1). Fix m¿n0.
Then n−K(� �m)¿m−(m−f(m)−O(1))=−f(m)+O(1). Hence

∑
m∈N 2

m−K(��m)¿∑
m∈N 2

(−f(m)+O(1)) =∞, a contradiction.

Note that Miller’s result says that there are low reals with K(� � n)¿n+f(n)−O(1)
in4nitely often for any f with

∑
n∈N 2

−f(n) =∞. This follows since there are low
random reals. The following improves this result for c.e. reals, but only for computable
functions f.

Lemma 3.4. Let f be any computable function such that
∑

m∈N 2
−f(m) =∞. Then

there is a c.e. real of low Turing degree �= :A such that K(� �m)¿m+f(m)−O(1),
in@nitely often.

Proof. It suQces to construct a c.e. real �= :A to meet for all e the requirements:

Ne (∃∞s)({e}Ass (e) ↓ )⇒ {e}A(e) ↓,
Pe There exists an interval Ie= lims I se and a number me ∈ Ie so that K(A �me)¿me+

f(me).

We give a priority ordering P0, N0, P1; : : : : We use the usual apparatus of modern
computability theory. The phrase “initialize” means that all parameters associated with a
particular requirement become unde4ned and a currently satis4ed requirement becomes
unsatis4ed. Also from stage-to-stage uninitialized requirements retain their parameters.
The argument is 4nite injury. We say a requirement R∈ {Ne; Pe} requires attention
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at stage s+ 1 if
Case 1: R=Ne. Ne is currently unsatis4ed and s is a stage so that {e}Ass (e) ↓.
Case 2: R=Pe. Either

(i) there is no interval I se currently de4ned at stage s for Pe or,
(ii) for every number q∈ I se ; Ks(A � q)¡q+ f(q).
Construction
Stage 0: Let A0 =∅.
Stage s + 1: As usual, the highest priority requirement to require attention

acts at this stage. Lower priority ones are initialized. Choose the appropriate case
below.
Case 1: The requirement is Ne. Declare Ne as satis4ed.
Case 2: The requirement is Pe.
Subcase 1: If I se is unde4ned, select a fresh number (i.e. as usual, bigger than the

current stage number, and any previously seen numbers) and let this be m0e; s. De4ne

m1e; s to be the least number so that
∑

m0e; s6x6m1e; s
2−f(x)−m0e; s¿1. Let I se = [m

0
e; s; m

1
e; s].

Subcase 2: If I se is de4ned, put the largest number x∈ I se not in As into As+1. Extract
all of the numbers larger than x from As. We say that Pe requires attention at length
x and stage s.
Veri@cation: De4ne �= :A= lims¿0 As. Since the sequence :As as s→ ∞ is a non-

decreasing sequence of rationals, � is a c.e. real. For every requirement e, we can
prove that every requirement require attention at most 4nitely many times by induction
on e, and is met.
There is nothing much to argue for a Ne requirement. Once it has priority, and

(hence) all of the earlier requirements cease activity, it will initialize all lower priority
requirements when it receives attention. This will protect the {e}As(e) ↓ computations
forever and hence Ne will be met, and never again receive attention.
For Pe-requirement, go to the least stage s so that it has priority, all the earlier

requirements have ceased activity, and hence Pe will never been initialized thereafter.
If Pe fails to be met it will require attention too many times. Select the 4rst stage
t¿s where it has priority and receives attention. Then lower priority requirements are
initialized and the interval Ie= I te = [m

0(e; t); m1(e; t)]= [m0; m1] is de4ned. If Pe fails
to be met, we eventually enumerate every x∈ Ie into A. Note that for 4xed number
x ∈ [m0; m1] there are at least 2x−m0 di7erent strings with a stage s¿t and �=As � q
with |�|= q and K(�)6q+f(q) (namely the stages at which Pe requires attention at
length q).
But

∑
|�|∈Ie 2

−K(�) =
∑

q∈I te
∑

|�|=q 2
−K(�)¿

∑
q∈Ie 2

q−m0 · 2−q−f(q) =
∑

m06x6m1

2−f(q)−m0¿1, a contradiction. So Pe cannot use up the whole interval and is met,
since it receives attention whenever it needs to. It follows that for some 4nal me ∈ I te;
K(A �me)¿me + f(me).

We are now ready to begin our proofs concerning the possible initial segment com-
plexity of random reals. The main idea in the following is this: Suppose that � is any
given random real. We know its length n complexity is at least n−O(1), but it could
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be as high as n+ K(n)− O(1). Our idea is that

(i) 4rst we argue, as in the C-complexity case, that there must be complexity oscil-
lations where the complexity of � oscillates downwards towards n;

(ii) second, we will build a Martin-LMof test avoiding the places where the complexity of
� oscillates downwards. To do this, we will choose a collection of lengths where
we can calculate the measure of the reals avoiding this downward oscillation,
allowing us to de4ne a D-Martin-LMof test 5 for in4nitely many such avoidances.
Since a random real will leave the Martin-LMof test, we can conclude that the real
will, in4nitely often, have higher K-complexity then the given one.

We will illustrate this with a new proof of Corollary 2.3. In the following section,
we will prove that there are uncountably many K-degrees amongst the random reals.
Thus the following Lemma is the key. It says that in a relatively controllable way,
every so often the complexity of a real will oscillate downwards. This lemma is an
analog of the fact that for any real � the C-complexity of � � n will go below n. It
will be applied for certain computable f, for the m’s of Corollary 3.3.

Lemma 3.5. For every A and every m, de@ne n(m)= n if A �m is the nth string under
the standard length=lexicographic order. Then K(A � n(m))6n(m)+ log(n(m))+ c for
some constant c.

Proof. For every m∈N, A �m is the n(m)th string under standard lexicographic order.
Then m= �log n(m)�. 6 Hence, given n(m), we can calculate m with a K-program e.
Thus we claim that K(A � n(m))6K(A �n(m)m+1) + m+ c.
To see this, consider the pre4x-free machine M which works as follows. M emulates

the universal machine U . When it sees U (�) ↓= � for some �, it assumes that this is
�=B �n(m)m+1 for some real B. (This uses the advise of what m is, which takes log n(m)
many bits.) On this assumption, if possible, M calculates n(m) and m. If � is not of
the correct form then M (�) ↑. M then decodes m as a string �. The output of M , if
any, on input �, will be ��. Notice that if U (�)=A �n(m)m+1 then M (�)=A � n(m).
As a consequence, we see that K(A � n(m))6K(A �n(m)m+1)6n(m)−m−1+2 log(n(m)−

m−1)+c (by Lemma 1:2(ii))= n(m)− log n(m)−1+2 log(n(m)−m−1)+c6n(m)−
log n(m) + 2 log(n(m) + c= n(m) + log n(m) + O(1).

The fundamental idea we now pursue is that we can build a random real whose
complexity is in4nitely often up in the places where the complexity of a given real
(such as �) is down. There will be places where the complexity is down as Lemma 3.5
shows. Now how to build a random real to do this. The answer is that we need to
build a D-Martin-LMof test avoiding the places where the complexity is down. We need
some method of controlling the measure of the potential D-Martin-LMof test and this is
where we will use Corollary 3.3. That is, we will use m’s where �’s complexity is up.

5 That is, a Martin-LMof test relative to some oracle D.
6 Henceforth, we will write log q whenever we mean �log q�, for ease of notation, as this will be clear

from the context.
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De�nition 3.6. De4ne D= {n: there is a m so that � �m is the nth string under the
standard lexicographic order and K(� �m)¿m+ log m+ log log m}.

Notice that we have used Corollary 3.3, to know that there are in4nitely many m with
K(� �m)¿m+ log m+ log log m. Hence |D| = ∞. By Lemma 3.5, for every n∈D,
K(� � n)6n+ log n+ c. Note K(n(m))=K(� �m)− c¿m+ log m+ log log m− c=
log n+log log n+log log log n−c′ for some 4xed c′. We now will use a sparse subset
of D, allowing us to estimate the size of sets constituting our D-Martin-LMof test.

Lemma 3.7. There is an in@nite set D′ ⊆D so that
∑

n∈D′ 2− log log log n6 1
2 .

Proof. De4ne intervals Ik =(22
2k

; 22
2k+1

](k¿2) and set

D′= {nk : nk = min(D ∩ Ik)} for D ∩ Ik �= ∅}:

So
∑

n∈D′ 2− log log log n6
∑

k¿2 2
− log log log 22

2k

=
∑

k¿2 2
−k = 1

2 and |D′|=∞.

De4ne Uk = {y : (∃n∈D′)[K(y � n)6n+log n+log log n−k]}. Clearly, Uk ⊇Uk+1
for every k ∈N.

Lemma 3.8. There is a constant C so that 	(Uk)6C · 2−k for every k.

Proof.

	(Uk) = 	({y : (∃n ∈ D′)[K(y � n)6 n+ log n+ log log n− k})
6

∑
n∈D′

	({y : K(y � n)6 n+ log n+ log log n− k})

6
∑
n∈D′

C · 2−K(n)+log n+log log n−k (by Lemma 1:2(iii))

6
∑
n∈D′

C · 2− log log log n−k (by the de4nition of D′)

6C · 2−k−1 (by the de4nition of D):

Thus {Uk : k ∈N} is a D′-Martin-LMof test. Unraveling the de4nition of D′, we see
that {Uk : k ∈N} is a �-Martin-LMof test and hence a ∅′-Martin-LMof test. This allows
us to give a new proof of 2.3 that there is a random real x so that lim supn K(x � n)−
K(� � n)=∞. In fact it sharpens the result to make the real x any 2-random
real.

Theorem 3.9. Suppose that x is 2-random. Then lim supn∈N K(x � n)−K(� � n)=∞.
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Proof. We have seen that the collection {Uk : k ∈N} is a ∅′-Martin-LMof test. If x
is 2-random, x �∈ ⋂

k∈N Uk . Hence for almost all n∈D′, for some 4xed k, we have
K(x � n)¿n + log n + log log n − k. But for every n∈D′, K(� � n)6n + log n and
|D′|=∞.

Here is another application of the idea showing that for p �= q the K-degrees of �∅(p)

and �∅(q), the “natural” random sets, di7er. For ease of notation let �d=def �∅(d). Now
the method is completely analogous. We de4ne Dp= {n: there is a m so that �p �m
is the nth string under the standard lexicographic order and K(�p �m)¿m+ log m+
log log m}. We can then use exactly the same method to re4ne Dp to a sparse version
Dp′

, and then de4ne an ∅(p)-Martin-LMof test. (That is, de4ne Uk = {y : (∃n∈Dp′
)[K∅(p)

(y � n)6n+ log n+ log log n− k]}, as before.) Then if q¿p, �(q), will avoid such a
Martin-LMof test. This gives the corollary

Corollary 3.10 (with Denis Hirschfeldt). Suppose that p¡q. Then lim supn∈N (K(�
q

� n)− K(�p � n))=∞.

The methods also show the following.

Corollary 3.11. Suppose that � is p-random and � is p-�-random. Then lim supn∈N
(K(� � n)− K(� � n))=∞.

Proof. Use the same proof, observing that replacing �p by � results in a ∅(p)⊕ � test.
Note that ∅(p)⊕ �6T �(p), giving the result.

The proof of Theorem 3.9 contains most of ingredients used in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.4.

4. The number of K -degrees of random reals

We begin by modifying the de4nition of D of the previous section.

De�nition 4.1. For i¿2, de4ne
Di= {n : there is a m so that � �m is the nth string under the standard length=

lexicographic order and K(� �m)¿
∑
06j6i log

( j) m}.

Again we have that |Di|=∞ by Solovay’s Theorem 3:3, and for every n∈Di,
K(� � n)6n+ log n+ c by Proposition 3:5.
Note K(n)=K(� �m)− c¿∑

06j6i log
( j) m− c= ∑

16j6i+1 log
( j) n− c′ for some

4xed c′.

Lemma 4.2. For every i¿2, there is a in@nite set D′
i ⊆Di so that

∑
n∈D′

i
2− log(i+1) n

6 1
2 .
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Proof. De4ne h(1; k)= 22
k
, h(i + 1; k)= 2h(i; k) and intervals Ii; k =(h(i; k); h(i; k + 1)]

(i; k ¿ 2). Set D′
i = {ni; k : ni; k = min(Di∩Ii; k) (if D∩Ii; k �= ∅; otherwise; unde4ned)}.

So
∑

n∈D′
i
2− log(i+1) n6

∑
k¿2 2

− log(i+1) h(i; k) =
∑

k¿2 2
−k = 1

2 and |D′
i |=∞.

De4ne Ui; k = {y : (∃n∈D′)[K(y � n)6
∑
06j6i log

( j) n − k]} (i¿2). We see that
Ui; k ⊇Ui; k+1 for every k ∈N.

Lemma 4.3. For every i¿2, there is a constant Ci so that 	(Ui; k)6Ci · 2−k for
every k.

Proof.

	(Ui; k) = 	





y : (∃n ∈ D′)


K(y � n)6

∑
06j6i

log( j) n− k










6
∑
n∈D′

i

	





y : K(y � n)6

∑
06j6i

log( j) n− k







6
∑
n∈D′

i

Ci · 2−K(n)+∑
16j6i log

( j) n−k (by Lemma 1:2)

6
∑
n∈D′

i

Ci · 2− log(i+1) n−k (by the de4nition of D′
i)

6Ci · 2−k−1 (by the de4nition of Di):

De4ne Ui=
⋂
k Ui; k , then 	(Ui)= 0. De4ne U =

⋃
i Ui, then 	(U )= 0. Thus for

every x∈ 2! −U and every i∈N with i¿2, there is a constant cx; i so that K(x � n)¿∑
06j6i log

( j) n−cx; i for every n∈D′
i . De4ne V =Random∩ (2!−U ), where Random

denotes the collection of Martin-LMof random reals, then 	(V )= 1 and x∈V i7 for every
i∈N with i¿2, there is a constant kx; i so that K(x � n)¿

∑
06j6i log

( j) n − kx; i for
in4nitely n∈N.

Theorem 4.4. There are at least ℵ1 many K-degrees in V .

Proof. We construct ℵ1 many K-degrees by induction on the ordinals �¡!1.
Suppose we have constructed random reals {xi}i¡� and there are no i �= j so that

xi ≡K xj.
We de4ne a bijection f : {xi}i¡� →! and de4ne yi=f−1(i). It suQces to construct

real z ∈V so that lim supn K(z � n)− K(yi � n)=∞ for every i.
By Lemma 3.5, for every i and every m, if yi �m is the nth string under stan-

dard lexicographic order then K(:yi � n)6n+ log(n) + ci for some constant ci. De4ne
Fi= {n : There is a m so that yi �m is the nth string under standard lexicographic
order and K(yi �m)¿m+log m+log log m}. It is clear |Fi|=∞ and for every n∈Fi,
K(yi � n)6n+ log n+ ci since yi ∈ V .
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Note K(n)=K(yi �m)−c¿m+log m+log log m−c = log n+log log n+log log log
n− c′ for some 4xed c′i .
As in Lemma 3.7, there is a setF′

i ⊆Fi with
∑

n∈F′
i
2− log log log n6 1

2 and |F′
i |=∞

(because yi ∈V and we can replace this condition for Lemma 3:3).
De4ne Ui; k = {y : (∃n ∈ F′

i )[K(y � n)6n + log n + log log n − k]}. Again, Ui; k ⊇
Ui; k+1 for every k ∈N and for every i, there is a constant C so that 	(Ui; k)6C ·2−k for
every k as the proof in Lemma 3.8. Set Ui=

⋂
k Ui; k and U =

⋃
i Ui, then 	(Ui)= 0

for every i and so 	(U )= 0. Thus there is a real say z ∈ V − U . In other words, for
every �¡�, lim supn K(z � n) − K(x� � n)=∞. De4ne x�= z. Thus there are at least
ℵ1 many K-degrees in V .

An interesting corollary is an equivalent form of Theorem 4.4.

Corollary 4.5. There is no largest K-degree. Further, for every real x, 	({y :y6Kx})
= 0.

Proof. Given a real x, if x �∈V , then it is clear 	({y :y6K x})= 0 by the de4nition
of V and the fact that 	(V )= 1. Otherwise, by the proof of Theorem 4.4, there is a
set U with 	(U )= 0 so that if y �∈U then lim supn K(y � n) − K(x � n) = ∞. Thus
	({y :y6K x})6	(U )= 0.

Corollary 4.5 in some sense means that there are no “genuine” random reals.

5. Some questions and consequences

In the original version of the present paper, we asked if there are 2ℵ0 many K-degrees
of random reals. Yu and Ding [23] used Corollary 4.5 to answer this aQrmatively
constructing 2ℵ0 K-incomparable random reals. We do not know of any examples of
comparable random reals!

Question 5.1. Are there random reals x and y with x¡Ky?

There might even be maximal K-degrees of (random) reals. The following is a
weaker form of this possibility.

Question 5.2. Given a real x, is 	({y : x6K y})= 0?

Question 5.3. What can be said about the K-degrees of %02 random reals?

Miller and Yu have shown that there are %02 reals ��K �. It is unknown if such �
can be random but this seems reasonable to conjecture.

Question 5.4. Can there be pseudo-minimal random reals? That is random � such
that �¡K� implies � is not random.
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Question 5.5. We can de@ne 6C using plain Kolmogorov complexity in place of the
pre@x-free version. It is known that there are reals �6K � with ��C �. Is the reverse
possible or does 6C imply 6K? What about for c.e. reals.
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